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GOALS & CONTEXT
In 2020, the St. Louis Continuum of Care set out to operationalize a plan for a new governance structure,
aimed at enabling the CoC to have a greater impact on housing and homelessness in the City of St. Louis.
Building on the Administration Consultation conducted by OrgCode in 2019, the CoC determined that
being recognized as an independent entity is important for fulfilling the mission as a CoC. As an
independent entity, the CoC has the ability to maintain dedicated staff and continuous fundraising efforts,
providing further stability and visibility for CoC—and ultimately for the needs of homeless individuals.
To that end, the CoC engaged the University of Missouri-St. Louis Community Innovation and Action
Center as a facilitator to determine the following:





A roadmap for CoC Staffing and long-term structure to carry out the work of the CoC.
A plan for strengthening governance to support community-driven decision processes and
workgroups.
Exploration to expand private fundraising and use of public resources to increase the level of funding
available.
Steps for improving community engagement and participation in the CoC and creating meaningful
connections to mainstream agencies to address gaps in service provision.

THE PROCESS
CIAC facilitated a three-part retreat for the City of St. Louis Continuum of Care Board of Directors. Given
the COVID-19 pandemic, the retreat was held via video conference and was segmented in to three 2-3
hour sessions (September 10, 17 and 24, 2020). In addition to board members, staff from the City of St.
Louis Homeless Services Division were present, as well representatives of the St. Louis Mental Health
Board charged with Planning Grant duties. These sessions were grounded in a national review of CoC
structures and budgets, including one-on-one interviews with five other CoC Directors. The sessions
kicked off with a teambuilder to build a collective vision board for the CoC, followed by a revision of the
CoC Mission Statement. The bulk of the sessions were focused on reviewing and deliberating on
governance structural options. The Board was charged with an online voting exercise between the
sessions, in order to provide input for next steps and decision-making.
The sessions were facilitated by Kiley Bednar, Interim Co-Director of CIAC; Burnea Lester, Evaluation and
Learning Manager of CIAC; and Alexi Bolton, CIAC MSW Practicum Student. The CoC hosted a guest
speaker during the third session: Professor Dana Malkus, J.D., Director of the St. Louis University Legal
Clinic.
In addition to the 3-part retreat, CIAC staff led two sessions during the CoC Monthly Board Meeting and
one session with the Governance and Membership Committee to inform recommendations for
engagement, board transition planning and long-term fundraising options.
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MISSION, VISION & VALUES
As part of the retreat, CIAC conducted an exercise and an online input and voting survey to develop a
revised mission statement for the CoC. The mission statement revision focused on describing what the
group does and why it does it1.

PREVIOUS MISSION STATEMENT
St. Louis CoC is a broad-based partnership to prevent people within the community from becoming
homeless and to find ways to end homelessness. Through interagency collaboration coordination and
collaboration, St. Louis CoC will provide homeless people with effective services, and help them obtain
affordable housing. St. Louis CoC shall serve in a collaborative capacity to the Division of Homeless Services
of the Department of Human Services (“DHS”) of the City of St. Louis (the “Collaborative Applicant”).

NEW MISSION STATEMENT
The CoC, voted to create a new mission statement, engaging General Membership in feedback before
finalizing the decision:
The City of St. Louis CoC engages, aligns and unites the community to end homelessness and ensure safe
and supportive housing for all.
This mission statement was determined to best fill the criteria outlined in the Community Toolbox Mission
checklist2:
•

Concise. Mission statements generally get their point across in one sentence.

•

Outcome-oriented. Explain the fundamental outcomes your effort is working to achieve.

•

Inclusive. Make broad statements about your groups’ key goals but are not limiting to specific
strategies or sectors of the community.

CONTINUED VISION STATEMENT
The CoC affirmed the Vision statement developed in 2019, recognizing they may use a portion of the vision
as a tagline for materials and outreach:
The St. Louis City Continuum of Care leads effective partnerships that prevent and end homelessness so
that immediate resources are available and everyone has a place to call home.

1

Center for Community Health and Development. (n.d.). Chapter 8, Section 2: Proclaiming Your Dream: Developing
Vision and Mission Statements. University of Kansas. Retrieved September 1, 2020, from the Community Tool
Box: https://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/structure/strategic-planning/vision-mission-statements/main
2
Center for Community Health and Development. (n.d.). Chapter 8, Section 2: Proclaiming Your Dream: Developing
Vision and Mission Statements. University of Kansas. Retrieved September 1, 2020, from the Community Tool
Box: https://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/structure/strategic-planning/vision-mission-statements/main
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VALUES
The CoC grounded their retreat discussion in the CoC Values statement, as developed in 2019. In order to
keep the values at the forefront of the discussion, the CoC recognized the following list as a driving force
in their deliberations and decision-making:
Inclusion
Equity
Diversity
Collaboration
Innovation
Compassion
Dignity

Importance of Lived Experience
Choice
Accountability
Trust
Intrinsic Value of Each Person
Hope
Taking Risks

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
Based on a review of the literature about collaborative efforts, as well as the scan of CoCs across the
country (Appendix 2), the CoC Board deliberated options on their path to becoming an independent
entity. The CoC engaged in discussions on the pros and cons of becoming either an independent 501©3
or establishing status under a fiscal agent, and which options best reflect their ability to carry out the
mission of the CoC.
Legal Status

501©3
Incorporated as a legal entity, Board has liability for
legal status and decision-making power.

Staffing

Staff is an employee or contractor of the 501©3.

Fiscal
Responsibility

Fiscally responsible for all operational costs;
responsible for Board and Officer insurance, all
other costs associated with legal entity; ability to
fundraise per 501©3 status.

HR

Responsible for HR; 501©3s may contract out for
services but staff responsible for managing
contracts
Responsible for all Accounting; 501©3s may
contract out for accounting services, but Board is
liable for all fiscal responsibilities; staff responsible
for managing any contracts.
Responsible for space and technology, including
privacy and data management procedures;
501©3s may contract out for these services but
staff responsible for managing the contracts.

Accounting

Space/
Technology

Fiscal Agent
The CoC would, by agreement with the fiscal agent,
retain decision making authority, but depending on
the structure of the agent, some final decisionmaking may need to rest with the fiscal agent
Board. Legal status would be sponsored by the
fiscal agent. A fee would be charged to compensate
the host agency for their services.
Staff is an employee or contractor of the legal host
organization.
The entity is responsible for costs charged by the
fiscal agent (often a percentage of budget); Fiscal
agent may be able to temporarily ‘float capital’
depending on the terms of the agreement; ability
to fundraise under the fiscal agent.
Benefits, Payroll and HR support usually flow
through fiscal agent as part of their fee.
The fiscal agent usually manages accounts & audits,
disburses payments, processes contracts and
generates required reports as part oftheir fee.
The fiscal agent usually provides space and
technology, including IT supports and data
management/privacy supports as a part of their
fee.
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After discussion and deliberation, including an online feedback form, the St. Louis CoC the following
factors were prioritized by Board members:








Mission and Values: This was the top factor informing the Board decision.
Ability to Fundraise: The Board wants to be able to fundraise beyond HUD funding. This requires the
ability to manage accounts and receive funding as a legal tax exempt entity.
Ability to Build Capacity: The Board recognizes the need to continue to build the CoC’s skills,
experience and resources.
Timeline: Funding is not available immediately, and it also takes time to establish non-profit status.
Sustainability: Research on backbone organizations shows that it can be difficult to fundraise for
indirect activities, such as coordination. The CoC will need to make the case for sustainability and
show effectiveness of investments.
Implications for Staff: Success and security of your future staff is an important factor for retention and
impact.

Based on the Board discussion and deliberation over the course of the three-part retreat, including
consultation with a legal educator, the Board voted on October 8 to pursue a fiscal agent status through
an independent Task Force under the St. Louis Mental Health Board. This decision is currently being vetted
with HUD. The St. Louis Mental Health Board is also in the process of determining what next steps suit the
needs of their agency. If the CoC continues towards this decision, it should be noted that any change in
the CoC Bylaws will require the full vote of the General Membership.

STRATEGIC PLAN
Based on the national scan of CoCs and interviews with peer CoCs (Appendix 2) as well as the 2020
deliberations and discussions, CIAC offers the following recommendations and considerations for a
strategic pathway forward:

FISCAL AGENT STATUS
Should the plan to continue as a Task Force of the Mental Health Board moving forward, the CoC By-Laws
will need to be amended to reflect the COC’s new status. MHB’s legal counsel will need to draw up
documents required to grant the CoC legal Task Force status.
CIAC recommends that the CoC maintains their status as a Task Force under the umbrella of the St. Louis
Mental Health Board for the mid-range future in order to be established under a fiscal agent. This will
provide a stable foundation for staffing, growth and system-building. As we heard from a peer CoC:
“I love our fiscal agent! I have worked for small non-profits before and I know what work it is to run a small
scrappy non-profit where one person has to do everything – accounting, HR AND the actual work of the
mission. At Tides (our fiscal agent), I can focus on the work of the CoC and turn to them for the
administrative supports. I am able to get better benefits and services than I ever could as an independent
non-profit, because we are part of a group rate. We regularly re-evaluate the arrangement every few years,
but in 13 years, we’ve continued to stay and we are very happy.”
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Advantages that were identified through the research and through the discussions include:








Infrastructure, including tax exempt status, insurance, and legal supports already in place
Benefits are high quality and obtained at a bulk rate
Administrative support to handle HR, payroll and accounting, including grant management
Provide technology and space
As a partner in the work, the fiscal agent may be willing to float capital or contribute to the FTE of an
effort
Fiscal agent is able to provide technical assistance, partnerships and policy development
Goal is to support the mission and vision of the emerging effort

CIAC believes the fiscal agent structure will provide the most value for the CoC at this point in time, based
on the fundraising and staffing needs. We recommend being housed as a Task Force for the mid-range
future. As Dana Malkus said in her educational session with the CoC, you can always incorporate as a
501©3 down the road, but it is a lot harder to transition from being a 501©3 to being housed in a fiscal
agent. In the meantime, we recommend assessing the agreementto gauge what is working within the
governance structure and what could be adjusted. This will also provide the opportunity for the fiscal
agent to provide feedback and ensure there is a continued mutual fit. CIAC recommends the Backbone
Assessment and Fiscal Agent Assessment in Appendix 3 & 4 as a starting place for evaluating the ongoing
fit between fiscal agent and the CoC. It would be appropriate, as a group, to evaluate the relationship
both at the 6 month and 1 year mark.

STAFFING
The CoC has stressed the importance of consistent staffing, in order to advance the mission of the CoC
and provide infrastructure to allow the Board to focus on Board activities. This configuration has been
tested in 2020 through the Director consulting position established through the contractor, the St. Louis
Mental Health Board.
Next steps in 2021 include the determination of ways to continue to maintain a consultant or hire
permanent staff through a fiscal agent. CIAC recommends that once a fiscal agent agreement is
established that the CoC would create and hire a Director position, in line with the previous consultant
posting.
The CIAC team recommends that this position be a FTE with a competitive salary and benefits. An FTE
provides the position with appropriate decision-making authority and the ability to fully represent the
interests of the CoC as staff. A full time consultant position may pose challenges in maintaining staff.
Additionally, there may be grant or tax compliance limitations, which should be discussed with legal
counsel.

BOARD DEVELOPMENT
Plan to transition your Board to represent both provider agencies and corporate, academic, philanthropic
and health care leaders and other partner non-profits; focus on racial equity and diversity with Board
recruitment, including an assessment of practices that promote equity within recruitment and retention
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strategies. Consider finding a Board member through the Neighborhood Leadership Academy which
prepares residents of the Promise Zone to sit on Boards and leadership bodies.
Remaining under the umbrella of a fiscal agent will mean that the CoC is not required to incorporate a
non-profit board. However, the CoC can still pursue Champions who would fulfill a fundraising and public
outreach role.
In 2019, Org Code made the following recommendations and they continue to stand:








Create both elected and appointed positions
Increase Board terms for At-Large members with rotating terms
Cap the percentage of direct homeless service provider representation
Conduct targeted and intentional recruitment based on needed skillsets as well as racial, ethnic,
cultural gender and other subpopulation representation
Reexamine meeting times
Align board member expectations to leadership, policy, and partnership advisor
Engage other community sectors through Board agendas that connect homeless systems strategies
to larger community systems – health system, justice system, etc.

FUNDRAISING
On December 10, 2020, the Continuum of Care discussed the importance of fundraising for the
sustainability and effectiveness of CoC mission. Working off a sample budget, the CoC determined that
start-up costs of approximately $300,000 (see Appendix 5 for sample budget) would reflect an adequate
initial investment in the work of the CoC.
One key point of the discussion was to ensure that the CoC fundraising plan includes both a scenario with
the Planning Grant and a scenario without it, as the Planning Grant is not guaranteed from year to year
and HUD has indicated that it is possible it will not be awarded next year. This presents an even more
critical goal of engaging local champions and diverse means of funding for the ongoing work of the CoC.
CIAC conducted a limited scan of potential funders:






Medica Foundation: The Medica Foundation, the charitable giving arm of Medica Health Plans, a
Minnesota-based nonprofit HMO, is a nonprofit, charitable grant-making foundation for communitybased programs and services. The Medica Foundation funds community-based initiatives and
programs that support the needs of the company's customers and the greater community by
improving their health and removing barriers to health care services. They have a systems change
focus, people who are unhoused are listed as a priority population and they serve the state of
Missouri.
Mutual of Omaha Foundation: The foundation's mission is to break the cycle of poverty and invest in
major capital projects that strengthen our community. St. Louis MO is within their service area and
homelessness is listed as a priority.
Marillac Mission Foundation: The Marillac Mission Fund supports coalition and advocacy as an
investment that can lead to systemic, long-lasting change that can affect large segments of the
population within their focus areas (their focus areas include older adults and veterans) over the longterm. They serve the St. Louis area and the state of Missouri.
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United Way of Greater St. Louis Systems Change Track: This is an emerging grant track at the United
Way of Greater St. Louis that focuses on systems change efforts in tandem with their Safety Net
grants. Further information is forthcoming from the United Way in the future.
Missouri Foundation for Health Opportunity Fund: The Opportunity Fund is designed to seed new
ideas and forward thinking scalable programs. The current focus is on Health Equity, including older
adults (60+).

On December 10, Board members brainstormed additional sources of funding:






Donors – cultivated through champions and partners; these can include friendraising (hosted events,
dinners, etc) and corporate sponsors (Chik-fil-A) who provide proceeds for sales from a certain period
of time
Membership Dues – range from $25/agency to $1500/corporate partner; Dues help offset the costs
of the CoC and also recognize the value that the CoC brings to the member agencies through their
coordination and leadership. Dues on a larger scale can also help reduce competition between the
CoC and its member agencies, which can be an added benefit.
In-Kind Support: In-Kind Support in the start-up phase can help offset costs for services such as HR,
accounting, and technology. This may also come as a benefit within a fiscal agent structure.

COMMUNICATIONS
Building public will to end homelessness is essential to sustainability for the CoC. As the CoC moves toward
independence, a communications plan to raise awareness and leverage partnerships will be a crucial
factor. CIAC recommends utilizing the Advocacy Committee as a way to focus on building public will and
support to end homelessness in St. Louis.
Some keys steps, as recommended by the Funders Together to End Homelessness,





Find your champions: engaging partners beyond the service provider community, such as business
leaders or law enforcement can help reach new audiences and stakeholders.
Develop narrative – focus on stories, expanding knowledge: Stories are what move people to action
and make data come to life. Also, focus on expanding awareness and knowledge about people who
are unhoused. Often the general public has one idea of what it means to be unhoused, when there
are many different scenarios that a person can find themselves in. For example, one messaging
campaign may say something like “For every person you see who is unhoused in our community, there
are 10 people who aren’t as visible.”
Educate the media – working with the media allows you to influence messaging and being a resource
to media contacts when they would like to connect further on the issues of homelessness.
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TIMELINE AND ACTIONS:
1. Year One: 2021-2022 - Operations & Buy-In With Membership
 Immediately: Finalize HUD approval of fiscal agency and finalize terms with fiscal agent through an
MOU or contract for fiscal agent services.
 Immediately: Work with legal counsel to propose changes to By-Laws that would reflect the move
to a fiscal agency.
 Immediately: Propose By-Law changes to the Membership through a General Meeting vote.
 Month 1-3: Determine staffing for director position as an FTE through the fiscal agent. Use template
for the posting from 2020 as a prototype for 2021.
 Month 2: Create a Transition Team focused on Board Development & Fundraising; engage
members of the general membership.
 Months 1-12: Begin process of Board transition by expanding Board leadership by using the
appointment option as seats become available to gain new members in Year 1.
 Month 5: Adjust the By-Laws via a CoC vote and a General Membership vote) to a) place a 35% cap
on the number of service providers who sit on the CoC Board and b) Increase Board terms for AtLarge members with rotating terms
 Month 5: Evaluate status with the fiscal agent, what is working, what could be improved. Engage
CoC Board in a brief evaluation and feedback. Similarly seek feedback from the fiscal agent
leadership and staff.
 Months 6-12: Build will through General Membership meetings focused on Board Transition plan
to inform Board election process in December 2021.
 Month 10-11: Undertake a more formal process of feedback with the CoC Board to determine
satisfaction with the fiscal agent (and vice versa) and making a plan for improvement for any key
areas that need adjustment.
 Ongoing: Fundraising goal of 300K, reflecting baseline budget of peer CoCs
2. Year Two: 2022-2023 – Board Transitioning
 Month 1: Continue to expand Board membership through Board elections for Year 2.
 Month 1: Add Data Analyst Position to assist with planning and ongoing data analysis.
 Month 1-12: Build public will through education and communication about the work of the CoC
through the Advocacy Committee, Board champions, and key partnerships
 Month 11-12: Evaluate progress toward goals – what additional steps need to be taken to be
prepared for independence in 1 year?
 Month 1-12: Fundraising goal of 400K, which reflects additional staff
3. Year Three: 2023-2024 – Strengthen Sustainability and Networked Supports
 Month 1-6: Data Analyst supports roll-out of CoC tracking of Board accomplishments and
accountability to inform future efforts, continuous improvement and fundraising
 Month 1-12: Continue to strengthen relationships with adjacent systems – foster care and criminal
justice systems
 Month 6-12: Build out networked system of supports and data sharing agreements in order to
provide linked services for clients
 Month 1-12: Fundraising goal of 450K which reflects recommended budget for full independent
agency should the CoC decide to establish a 501©3 (see below)
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Racial Equity
 You have an opportunity to build a new entity. Take advantage of that. Many nonprofits are steeped
in conditions that keep racial inequities in place. Consider alternative structures, roles and
approaches that reduce or eliminate hierarchies, embrace complexity, ensure that those most
impacted by the issues are completely at the table, and change policies and procedures to more
fully embrace an equity and anti-racist agenda.
 Utilize a racial equity impact assessment for key decisions to better understand intended and
potential unintended consequences. Impact assessments can be found here.
 As a Board, participate in the National Alliance to End Homelessness’s Racial Equity Online Training,
Forward through Ferguson’s training or as an individual participate in a STL Sandbox training.
 Consider an Equity Self-Assessment for coalitions and partnerships to understand strengths and
areas of growth for your governance, engagement and outcomes.
2. Evaluation and Professional Development
 Continue to utilize data & storytelling to make the case for more and better supports, highlighting
how the intermediary work has a direct impact on outcomes in St. Louis.
 Consider professional development and other resources to help staff and Board members realize
the vision of an independent entity.
 Consider approaches that embrace targeted universalism as a foundation for assessment.
 Be adaptable. This stuff is not easy and no change process goes as planned. Consider short cycles
of group reflection to determine what is working and what is not working on a regular basis.

NON-PROFIT PATHWAY
CIAC recommends the fiscal agent as the structural home for the CoC, due to the foundation of stability,
tested systems, opportunities for efficiency, and staffing and fundraising supports. CIAC recommends
ongoing communication and assessment (at least yearly) to determine what is working well and what
could be adjusted in the relationship with the fiscal agent. After a period of time, the CoC may decide to
that the Task Force structure no longer suits the growth of the CoC. Should that be the case, CIAC
recommends the following steps:
Board of Directors
If the CoC affirms the plan to become an independent non-profit, the CoC will need to fulfill the
requirement of a Board of Directors. A traditional non-profit board is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

Hire and set the compensation of the Executive Director
Provide foresight, oversight, and insight to advance the mission
Fiscal management
Fundraising
Advocate and educate about the mission
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If the CoC pursues 501©3 status, CIAC recommends a separate governance Board of Directors. Given the
high need for fundraising for the CoC as well as the requirement that funded agencies cannot be on the
Board due to Conflicts of Interest, CIAC recommends this transition so the Board of Directors can be
focused on fundraising and building public will to end homelessness. Service providers would continue in
their traditional role for the Continuum of Care, while contributing to the overarching Board goals.
A Board of Directors with fundraising and oversight responsibilities would have a separate meeting
schedule and structure. For example, the Board of Directors may meet quarterly and establish structures
for fundraising and strategic planning. The CoC recommended a high level of feedback loops between the
service provider structure and the Board of Directors, based on experiences of peer CoCs.
Non-profit Steps – these steps would require 1.5 -2 years for completion
 Incorporate as a non-profit by filing for Articles of Incorporation in the state of Missouri while
maintaining fiscal agent status.
 Work with legal counsel to ensure that By-Laws reflect needs of 501©3 status
 Determine plan for operations & administration – space, tech., acct., HR
 Fully establish transitional non-profit governance structure for 6 months to 1 year prior to full
independence to ensure smooth transition
 Make plan for operations and administration contracts: space, technology, HR, Accounting
 Conduct vote within the General Membership to fully transition to 501©3 status, including any
additional By-Law changes
 Apply for Federal ID number (Form SS4) and then submit Form 1023 Application for 501©3 status
to IRS (allow for at least 6 mo)
 Once 501©3 status is finalized, secure contracts for operations and administration – space,
technology, HR, Accounting
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APPENDIX 1 – COC RETREAT MATERIALS
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AGENDA

We partner with communities in
building their capacity to be healthy,
equitable, and whole by:
• Working alongside local
nonprofits, governments,
academics, funders, and
emerging leaders on data and
applied research projects
• Promoting effective
collaboration
• Engaging community
members and partners
• Support skill-building



Gather & Introductions



Milestones Summary, Retreat Goals & Community Expectations



Virtual Team Builder – Mission Collage



Vision & Mission Focus



Break 10:20-10:30 AM



Options for Structural Plan for the Continuum of Care



Small Group Discussion



Large Group Report Outs



Large Group Reflection



Summarize Decisions & Identify Next Steps

Group Commitments

Introductions
NAME & ORGANIZATION
YOUR FAVORITE BOOK AS A CHILD

Renew

Objectives
for Board
Retreat

Develop

Decide
Incorpor
ate



Role of Facilitator – Listen, Reflect, Guide



Role of Participants – Own the Work



Step Forward! (Step Back)



Assume Positive Intentions



Today – No Wrong Answer!



No Room For Blame – System Issues Need Systemic Solutions – It’s
about ALL of Us



Team Builder –
Power of the
St. Louis CoC

Think Comprehensively Even if We Can’t Always Act
Comprehensively

Renew vision and mission of the CoC to
guide the way

In your small group, everyone will receive a
Google doc link



Spend some time googling images that you
think embody the ‘power of the St. Louis
CoC’ (your impact, what makes you strong,
what you appreciate about other members)



From Google, copy and paste the image over
into your collaborative google doc; everyone
should copy over at least one visual



In your small group, spend a few moments
talking about why you chose your image



You’ll then visually share with the rest of the
group when we return so pick someone who
is willing to share their screen

CoC MILESTONES

Develop structures and processes that
help ensure the long-term success of the
St. Louis City CoC

Decide key milestones (action and
deadline) for priority areas



2005
10 Year
Plan to
End
Homelessness

2007
Bylaws
Signed

2015
City led
to
Community Led

2019
OrgCode
Consulting

2020
Subcontract
housed
in MHB

Vision and Mission
In Focus
Why are they important?

Incorporate membership feedback along
the way
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• Developing a CoC Strategic
Plan

What is a vision statement?

• Strengthening the City and
County CoCs Partnership

 A vision statement is a statement about ideal conditions or how
things would look if the issue important to you were completely,
perfectly addressed.

Common Characteristics of Vision Statements
•
•
•
•

• Creating a CoC Lead Agency
Non-profit

Understood and shared by members of the community
Broad enough to include a variety of local perspectives
Inspiring and uplifting to everyone involved in your effort
Easy to communicate‐ for example, they are generally short enough to fit on a
T‐shirt

• Improving CoC Board Diversity
• Providing Effective CoC Board
Leadership
Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

Examples of Vision Statements
• Our vision is that everyone in Polk County will have a safe place to call
home. (Polk County (IA) CoC)
• The vision of the Cambridge CoC is that in our community every person is
appropriately, safely, and decently housed. (Cambridge CoC)
• Making homelessness history. (Chicago CoC)
• A future where tobacco is a thing of the past. (Truth Initiative)
• A world without Alzheimer’s Disease. (Alzheimer’s Association)
• The United States is a humane community in which all animals are treated
with respect and kindness. (ASPCA)
• A world where everyone has a decent place to live. (Habitat for Humanity)

Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

What is your mission statement?
• A mission statement describes what the group is going to do and why
it is going to do that.

Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

Discussion Questions

Feedback & Consensus to Move Forward

• Essential Why: What is the dream or ideal that you and your
community seek?
• Essential What: What would have to change for this dream to be
true? What do we WANT to do for our community?

•
•
•
•

How will we get feedback from membership?
Will it draw people to our common work?
Does it give a vision for a better future?
Will it inspire community members through positive, effective
action?
• Does it provide a basis for the CoC’s work?

Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

What are guiding principles of a mission
statement?
• Concise. Mission statements generally get their point across in one sentence.
• Outcome‐oriented. Explain the fundamental outcomes your organization is
working to achieve.
• Inclusive. Make broad statements about your groups’ key goals but are not
limiting to specific strategies or sectors of the community.

Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

Examples of Mission Statements
• Promoting community health and development by connecting people,
ideas and resources. (Community Tool Box)
• Homeless Services Network of Central Florida (HSN) is leading Central
Florida’s community‐wide effort to end homelessness through
collaboration, strategy, capacity building and effective stewardship of
knowledge and resources. (Central FL CoC)
• The California Coalition Against Sexual Assault (CALCASA) provides
leadership, vision and resources to rape crisis centers, individuals and
other entities committed to ending sexual violence.
• Our mission is to end homelessness through Collaboration, Impact, and
Empowerment. (Polk County (IA) CoC)
Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas
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Discussion Questions

Next Steps

Feedback & Consensus to Move Forward

• Carry forward the ideas generated in the Vision statement discussion.
• What are themes that emerged that could best describe the work of the
CoC in this way:

•
•
•
•
•

Our mission is to ???? (essential WHY?) through ???? (essential WHAT?).

How do we want to get feedback from membership?
Does it describe what the CoC will do and why you will do it?
Is it concise (one sentence)?
Is it outcome oriented?
Is it inclusive of the goals and people who may be involved in the
work?

Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

•
•

Feedback from Membership?
Decide how you will use your vision and mission statements.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Letterhead
Website
Social Media
Press kit
Interviews
Annual report

Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

Continuum of Care
Structures

Break!

Copyright © 2014 by The University of Kansas

COLLECTIVE IMPACT
RESEARCH
Purpose and Value of a Backbone
Organization

A lead organization that has strong leadership, access to resources, and high
visibility in a community can provide a continuum with the credibility needed
to attract broad-based participation in the community. Therefore,
communities should carefully assess their choices...
(CoC 101, HUD 2009)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

City/County
Government

Partnership Range

Marietta/Cobb County CoC
(like current STL structure)

Tacoma – Pierce County
Human Services CoC

Cleveland, OH CoC

Pittsburgh, Allegheny
County Homeless Advisory
Board
Syracuse, NY CoC

Madison County, IL CoC

Montgomery County, MD CoC
EveryOne Home ‐ Alameda
County, CA

Independent
Nonprofit
501(c)3
Chicago, IL ‐ All Chicago
Kansas City, MO –Coalition to
End Homelessness
Detroit – Homeless Action
Network of Detroit
Cincinnati – Strategies to End
Homelessness
Rochester – Partners to End
Homelessness
New Orleans – Unity of Greater
New Orleans
Memphis – Community Alliance
for the Homeless

Structural Options:

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

Considerations

Fiscal Agent

501©3

Legal Status

Fiscal Agent Board gets final vote (however, most
agree to honor recommendations of coalition)

Full legal status - decisionmaking pow
through independent Board

HR

Benefits, Payroll and Administration flow through
fiscal agent

Coalition staff responsible for HR

Accounting

Manage accounts & audits, disburse payments,
process contracts; often willing to ‘float’ capital if
needed

Coalition staff responsible for account
reserves needed

Space

Provides office space and meeting space

Coalition staff manage office space re
and acquisition

Technology

Provides computer, phone, assistance with data
management

Coalition staff manage technology

Staffing

Staff are employees of the fiscal agent; fiscal agent
at times may contribute funds to FTE

Staff are employees of the 501©3 and
responsible to the Board

Other

May facilitate coordination with other partners
Fiscal agents can serve for a defined length of time (1
year 5 years) or indefinitely; MOU recommended

501©3 may choose to contract out HR
Accounting, Space, Technology

First select a
timekeeper, a
recorder and a
representative to
report out:

What questions do
you have?

What stood out to
you?

What are some of the
advantages of
pursuing a fiscal
agent?

What are some of the
disadvantages?

What are some of the
advantages of
pursuing a 501©3?

What are some of the
disadvantages?

What criteria do you
think should help
guide this decision?
What will help you
know you are on the
right track?
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NEXT STEPS

Large Group
Report Outs

CLOSING
REFLECTION

Please share what you
heard with the group

One Thing I Will Take With Me
FEEDBACK ON THE VISION &
MISSION

SUMMARY OF NOTES &
CRITERIA FOR DECISIONS WILL
BE SHARED EARLY NEXT WEEK

PT 2 WILL PICK UP WHERE WE LEFT OFF
– FINALIZING DECISIONS ON TODAY’S
DISCUSSIONS & MOVING INTO ACTION
PLANNING AND BENCHMARKS TO MOVE
YOU FORWARD

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND
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Board Retreat Meeting Summary

9/17/2020

Meeting Highlights


Board members affirmed new Mission statement: St. Louis CoC engages, aligns and unites the
community to end homelessness and ensure safe and supportive housing for all.



Board members reviewed feedback gathered after Sept 10th session:
o No top votes for independent 501©3 non profit at this time
o Top interest in being housed at Mental Health Board, either as a tenant or under their
fiscal agency



Reviewed data from other CoCs:
o Three ‘traditional’ structures
 Government CoC - 34% nationwide (2014)
 Coalition/Volunteer CoC – 40% nationwide
 Independent CoC – 28% nationwide

FISCAL AGENCY


Interview with Alameda CoC:
o Everyone Home Director in Alameda CoC:
“I love our fiscal agent! I have worked for small non-profits before and I know
what work it is to run a small scrappy non-profit where one person has to do
everything – accounting, HR AND the actual work of the mission. At Tides (our
fiscal agent), I can focus on the work of the CoC and turn to them for the
administrative supports. am able to get better benefits and services than I ever
could as an independent non-profit, because we are part of a group rate. We
regularly re-evaluate the arrangement every few years, but in 13 years, we’ve
continued to stay and we are very happy.”

Advantages


Benefits and infrastructure in place



They take the ‘risk’ if you will – they front the insurance, their Board is held accountable legally



Handle payroll



Handle accounting



May be willing to float capital or contribute to the FTE of an effort



CoC would be able to fundraise



Provide technical assistance



Provide technology and space



Can assist with partnerships and establishing credibility



Can assist with policy



Goal is to support the mission and vision of the emerging effort



Fiscal agents’ role is to support and nurture efforts that are ‘getting on their feet’ if you will

Disadvantages


Fees usually involved



Advocacy may be more limited than independent



HUD grant may not allow sufficient overhead – may need to get creative



Infrastructure comes ready-made, you would not be creating systems from scratch



Final vote is the responsibility of the Board however, fiscal agents generally defer to
recommendations of the entity unless there is something egregious

501©3
From St. Louis Community Builders Network Co-Founder:
“It was important to us to become a 501©3 because it created a formal governance structure and
responsibility to our 100+ member organizations and it gave the network formal authority over the dues
that we raised from our members in order to generate a sustainable business model.”
Advantages





Able to fundraise
Able to set up HR, accounting systems based on your priorities
Formal Governance structure
May be able to assume more risk –advocacy, contracts, etc.

Disadvantages





Assuming Legal Responsibility – insurance, audits, board responsibility
Can be time-consuming and can cost money to incorporate and maintain status – takes
2-12 months to fully establish 501©3
Cost of maintaining nonprofit can take away time focused on the mission
Responsible fiscally – need to have reserves for times in between grants, etc.; fully
responsible for payroll

Generated Criteria for Generating the Decision:
 Mission and Values
 We know that these are paramount. As you reflect on your ‘Essential Why’ and ‘Essential
What’ which structure best fits the achieving of the mission?
 Ability to Fundraise
 This was a big one! Which structure is best to support your fundraising ability?
 Capacity

 In order to build your muscle as an independent entity, what structure supports the
capacity building of the CoC and the potential staff?
 Timeline
 You would need to notify HUD by March in order to notify your intent to apply for the
Planning Grant; Funding would not be available until 2021. Which pathway allows for this
reality?
 Sustainability
 Research shows that it can be difficult to fundraise for indirect activities, such as
coordination. Which pathway contributes to the long term success as an independent
body?
 Implications for Staff
 What structure supports the success and security of your future staff to best support
them in their impact?

Board Requested Additional Meeting time to meet with Legal Educator to Ask Questions pertaining to
legal questions
Next Meeting Set for Sept 24, 2020

2/6/2021

September 17
CoC Board Retreat
Session 2

Gathering

Mission Possible!

 As



You have come close to finalizing your Mission statement!



Final VOTE on Poll Everwhere



We then will check with the membership this afternoon to get their feedback
on if the selected Mission Statement:

we are getting in the virtual room,
please share one thing that is making you
smile this week



Concise – are we boring anyone? 

Team: Kiley Bednar, Co-Director



Inclusive – can you as a member see your work in it?

Burnea Lester, Evaluation and Learning Manager



Outcomes oriented – can you see where the members are going and what you want
to accomplish?

Alexi Bolton, MSW Practicum Student
Rebecca Sosa, BSW Practicum Student

Recap from Last Week!


 Government

 Independent

CoC – 28% nationwide

Everyone Home Director in Alameda CoC:

“I love our fiscal agent! I have worked for small non-profits before
and I know what work it is to run a small scrappy non-profit where
one person has to do everything – accounting, HR AND the actual
work of the mission. At Tides (our fiscal agent), I can focus on the
work of the CoC and turn to them for the administrative supports.
am able to get better benefits and services than I ever could as an
independent non-profit, because we are part of a group rate. We
regularly re-evaluate the arrangement every few years, but in 13
years, we’ve continued to stay and we are very happy.”

CoC – 40% nationwide

So! Independence It is!
But not so fast…..what next step is best?

In the SurveyLab poll, all 8 respondents affirmed the
plan to become an independent CoC

Becoming a 501©3




CoC - 34% nationwide (2014)

 Coalition/Volunteer



Housed within a fiscal agent

Three ‘traditional’ structures

Criteria that were important to you:


Mission and Values



Ability to Fundraise



Capacity



Timeline

From a Community Builders Network Co-Founder:

“It was important to us to become a 501©3 because it created a formal
governance structure and responsibility to our 100+ member
organizations and it gave the network formal authority over the dues
that we raised from our members in order to generate a sustainable
business model.”









This was a big one! You want to be able to fundraise beyond the current HUD funding.
You are an emerging independent body – there are skills, experience and resources that go into being
able to be a fully established and funded nonprofit.

Sustainability



Implications for Staff




Please rank the criteria to understand what factors are most important when
making the decision



It’s easy to get focused on 1 or 2 factors, but getting this data can help the
group understand what makes sense across the various factors

You would need to notify HUD by March in order to notify your intent to apply for the Planning Grant;
Funding would not be available until 2021.





Ranking Criteria – Poll Everywhere

We know that these are paramount. They are your ‘why’ for being in St. Louis City.

Research on backbone organizations shows that it can be difficult to fundraise for indirect activities,
such as coordination. You will need to make the case for sustainability and show effectiveness of
investments.
Success and security of your future staff is an important factor for retention and impact.
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Small Group Discussions:




We know that these are paramount. As you reflect on your ‘Essential Why’ and ‘Essential What’
which structure best fits the achieving of the mission?



Ability to Fundraise



Capacity



Timeline











Elect someone from the group to report out about your
discussion



Then -



Walk through each of the criteria that you’ve deemed important



For each criteria, please rank the structure that would be best for
that particular criteria



Note any questions or comments that the group has



You will have 30 minutes

This was a big one! Which structure is best to support your fundraising ability?
In order to build your muscle as an independent entity, what structure supports the capacity
building of the CoC and the potential staff?
You would need to notify HUD by March in order to notify your intent to apply for the Planning
Grant; Funding would not be available until 2021. Which pathway allows for this reality?

Sustainability




Small Group Discussion

Mission and Values

Research shows that it can be difficult to fundraise for indirect activities, such as coordination.
Which pathway contributes to the long term success as an independent body?

Implications for Staff


What structure supports the success and security of your future staff to best support them in
their impact?
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APPENDIX 2 – SUMMARY OF RELEVANT RESEARCH
CIAC brings expertise in the formation and development of collaborative bodies, including networks,
intermediaries, partnerships and coalitions. This expertise is grounded in research in systems change,
collective action and partnership leadership, planning and sustainability. In the work of partnerships and
collective action, the role of a neutral intermediary is to create the conditions for multiple stakeholders
and entities to have an impact on a population level outcome (such as homelessness). One main reason
that systems change and collective efforts fail is due to the lack of a central organizing entity, or
“backbone,” to provide a foundation to the collaborative work3. Successfully leading a backbone entity is
challenging in its own right and can often be confounded with further difficulties related to the
administration of a nonprofit and related responsibilities.
As important as the role of a backbone is, it is a hard role to structurally organize and a hard role to fund.
While many funders have shifted to have further support for systems change efforts that are undertaken
by many collaborative efforts, funding the intermediary can sometimes be in competition with direct
providers. Additionally, questions of governance and organizational structure can challenge backbone
efforts. Often, in order to establish a neutral position, these collaborations will incorporate under a fiscal
agent – an organization that acts on behalf of the backbone entity, performing various financial and
administrative duties. In the social impact sector, this fiscal sponsor often serves as the 501©3 for the
collaborative effort. This arrangement allows the backbone effort to focus on the collective work rather
than the many tasks related to running a nonprofit. Many collaborative efforts, such as the Continuum of
Care, choose a fiscal agent as a neutral and central home for their work. For more information about the
various ways that backbone entities and fiscal agents can serve collective efforts, please see this video
and Appendices 4 & 5.
CIAC conducted a national review of peer Continuums of Care. Based on one comprehensive national
survey of CoCs (N=312) in 2014, CIAC shared a range of governmental structures4:




Government CoC - 34% nationwide
Coalition/Volunteer CoC – 40% nationwide
Independent CoC – 28% nationwide

Findings from this study included showed that CoCs vary considerably in regard to size, leadership,
membership, and other organizational characteristics. Several independent variables were associated
with reduced service gaps: networking with partners and local government support. The study
recommended CoCs consider taking steps to improve networking between agency partners in order to
improve service provision and to cultivate local government investment and support.

3

FSG and Collective Impact Forum, Backbone Starter Guide: A Summary of Major Resources about Backbones,
2016, Retrieved at: https://collectiveimpactforum.org/sites/default/files/Backbone%20Starter%20Guide.pdf
4
Jarpe, Meghan MSW; Mosley, Jennifer E. PhD; Smith, Bikki Tran MA, MSW Understanding the Collaborative
Planning Process in Homeless Services: Networking, Advocacy, and Local Government Support May Reduce Service
Gaps, Journal of Public Health Management and Practice: May/June 2019 - Volume 25 - Issue 3 - p 262-269
doi: 10.1097/PHH.0000000000000812
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Of the scan of peer CoCs, three were housed either in the City or County government; seven were a
nonprofit or a program of a nonprofit. According to Jarpe et al (2014), CoCs housed in a nonprofit generally
emerged from direct service that was being provided by that nonprofit. So essentially the nonprofit is a
provider of services and a home for the CoC; however, there are also nonprofits that exist solely as the
CoC. Six of the scanned CoCs fell somewhere in the middle of this dichotomy, including CoCs housed within
a fiscal agency and CoCs that are a blend of private and public entities.

In our scan of budgets, independent CoC budgets have a wide range with comparison cities falling with
the 300K-900K range. This does not include CoCs that serve as a Unified Funding Agency. Unified Funding
Agencies are Collaborative Applicants approved by HUD to directly distribute the HUD funding to
subgrantees. CIAC estimates there are 8 UFAs in the US and their budgets are more like 1-3 million.
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APPENDIX 3 – CIAC FISCAL AGENT SELF-ASSESSMENT
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LEVEL 1 ASSESSMENT: WHAT COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS OFTEN REQUIRE FROM A FISCAL AGENT
Each partnership and its fiscal agent must clearly negotiate the appropriate level of autonomy. For each
fiscal agent support, please use the rating scale below to inform the discussion.
Legal status. Partnerships are highly fluid “virtual organizations.” Who is or is not a member may never
be formally defined and may vary greatly over time. Community partnerships are often just a brand – a
name and a mission that enjoys the political support and voluntary participation of a myriad of
community actors. There is rarely a formal incorporation such as under IRS code that would confer nonprofit status. Examples: Who is able to engage in a contract? Who represents the entity/partnership to
funders? What brand identity is promoted (public communication of status)?
1 …………………………………………………………………….5…………….……………………………………………….10
Board of fiscal agent
has final authority

Board has delegated
authority to partnership

Board is apprised
of decisions

Accounting. Partnerships often need an organization to receive, disperse, keep track of, and report on
the money the group receives to do its work. Examples: Who is allowed to encumber? Who sets and
approves the budget? Who is responsible for auditing and compliance? Who determines costs for
overhead?
1 ……………………………………………………………………..5…………………………………………………………….10
Board of fiscal agent
has final authority

Board has delegated
authority to partnership

Board is apprised
of decisions

Human resource management. Partnerships are complex entities to manage and the issues they
address are often some of the community’s toughest and fraught with history and politics. It can be hard
to find personnel with the unique skill set and experience required and providing a positive work
environment is critical. Partnerships require a home for qualified personnel that can provide
comprehensive human resources support such as for personnel policies, payroll, and benefits. Examples:
Who is allowed to hire?
Who conducts performance reviews and staff development? Who sets salary guidelines and benefits? To
whom does staff assigned to the partnership report?
1 ……………………………………………………………………..5…………………………………………………………….10
Board of fiscal agent
has final authority

Board has delegated
authority to partnership

Board is apprised
of decisions

Space. Partnerships convene a broad set of actors and require adequate space for regular meetings and
larger community gatherings and offices for staff and volunteers. Examples: Who determines space
allocation? Who approves space use and priorities?
1…………………………………………………………………….5…………….……………………………………………….10
Board of fiscal agent
has final authority

Board has delegated
authority to partnership

Board is apprised
of decisions

Technology and Data. Partnerships need technology in the form of hardware for staff and software (or
“software as a service”) for a variety of applications including marketing, project management, partner
communication, contact relations management, and fundraising. Examples: Who owns the technology
and software? Who approves adoption and changes to technology and software? To what extent is
data shared between fiscal agent and partnership? Who sets data policy (privacy, etc.)?
1…………………………………………………………………….5………….………………………………………………….10
Board of fiscal agent
has final authority

Board has delegated
authority to partnership

Board is apprised
of decisions

APPENDIX 4 – CIAC BACKBONE SELF-ASSESSMENT
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LEVEL 2 ASSESSMENT: WHAT BACKBONE FUNCTIONS ARE OFTEN REQUIRED BY COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
Each partnership must clearly negotiate the appropriate level of backbone support. For each backbone
function, we will discuss the following:
● How do we currently fulfill this backbone function?
● What do we need?
● What is the desired state?
Guide vision and strategy. Help the partnership establish a shared vision and adopt needed strategies.
Facilitate the appropriate review of these choices as the partnership matures.
Support aligned activities. One key purpose of a partnership is the ability to implement multiple
strategies in a coordinated fashion. This can include complex service arrangements such that the
individual partners become an effective piece of a “continuum of care” achieving broader or more
enduring results that could be achieved alone.
Establish shared measurement practices. Careful agreement on measurement brings precision to the
partnership’s work and with it, needed help in collecting shared measures that can include new
technologies and software.
Build public will. Partnership members are usually the people in the community already passionate
about a given concern or issue. Raising the awareness of the broader community and creating the
“public will” to take necessary action are always central to partnership success.
Advance policy. Research has clearly demonstrated that multiple changes in a community’s programs,
policies, and practices are require to achieve population-level outcomes. Policy advocacy is a specific set
of expertise and roles that partnerships have to build and implement.
Mobilize funding. Community planning and consensus takes time and money. Change consumes
resources. There are no outcomes without community investment. Like policy advocacy, raising needed
resources is a specific set of expertise and roles that partnerships have to build and implement.

APPENDIX 5 – COC SAMPLE BUDGET
Expenses

Explanation

Executive Director Salary

$90,000.00 salary based on CoC scan; not actual STL data

Data Analyst Salary

$65,000.00 salary based on CoC scan; not actual STL data

Relative Benefits

$30,600.00 at 34%

Office Space/Parking

$24,000.00 based on sample in-kind contract

Accounting

$10,000.00 based on Kansas City, including audit

Admin Support

$26,000.00 based on current in-kind contract

Legal/Insurance

$10,000.00 includes estimate from Cincinnati

Marketing/Promotion

$6,000.00 based on Kansas City

Training
CoC Member Support/Best
Practices
Conference Attendance and
Travel
Nonprofit Corporate
Registration

$3,000.00

TOTAL

$20,000.00
$15,000.00
$500.00
$300,100.00
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APPENDIX 6 – COC GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE VOTING REPORT
The City of St. Louis Continuum of Care is currently a volunteer-led collaborative of organizations and
individuals with a vision and mission of ending homelessness in the City of St. Louis. In order to most
effectively fulfill this mission through dedicated staff and fundraising efforts, the Continuum of Care
recognizes the need to be recognized as an independent entity.
To determine the best course of action toward being an independent entity, the CoC engaged in a series
of deliberations (Sept. 10, 17 & 24) that outlined three options:
1) Fully incorporating as an independent 501©3, responsible for all administration
2) Incorporating as a 501©3 and contracting for services and space
3) Become a designated Task Force of another organization that provides fiscal and other services,
understanding that the CoC can pursue their 501©3 status at a later date
After weighing the pros and cons of the three options, CoC Board members voted between the dates of
Sept. 10 and Sept. 17th. There were no top votes for Option #1, hence the decision was narrowed to either
#2 or #3. Given the vetting that occurred to select the St. Louis Mental Health Board (MHB) as the
contractor for the Continuum of Care’s Administration of the Planning Grant for the City of St. Louis, their
strategic alignment of mission and values, and their current support of similar efforts (St. Louis Senior
Fund & St. Louis Violence Prevention Partnership), MHB was recognized a partner for either of the
remaining options.
Representatives of the CoC had two meetings with legal partners. On Sept. 24, CoC Board members met
with Dana Malkus, Director of the SLU Community Development Legal Clinic, for an Educational Q & A
(note: Ms. Malkus was unable to provide legal advice to the CoC, as the CoC is not a client of the SLU
Clinic). Ms. Malkus provided information on what is legally feasible, but encouraged the CoC to speak with
potential partners (MHB, subcontractor) to understand constraints and opportunities from their point of
view. On Friday, Sept. 25, Board Chair, Shanna Nieweg, met with Bill Kuehling, Legal Counsel to the St.
Louis Mental Health Board, to understand MHB’s legal considerations in light of these options. Bill
Kuehling provided the option of “committee/task force with legal standing.” This language replaces the
original language of ‘fiscal sponsorship” or “fiscal agent.” It should be noted that whatever direction is
decided by the CoC, any next steps will need to be mutually approved by MHB Board of Trustees. A
summary of options is below:

Legal Status

Staffing

501©3
Incorporated as a legal entity, Board has
liability for legal status and decisionmaking power.

Staff is an employee or contractor of the
501©3.

Committee with Legal Standing
Entity would be an official task force of the
MHB. Since the MHB is a Missouri
governmental corporation, those officially
involved with it, including serving on a task
force, enjoy sovereign immunity. The task
force would, by agreement with the MHB,
retain decision making authority. The MHB
would serve as fiscal agent and could provide
other administrative support.
Staff is an employee or contractor of the legal
host organization.
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Fiscal
Responsibility

HR

Accounting

Space
Technology

Fiscally responsible for all operational
costs; responsible for Board and Officer
insurance, all other costs associated with
legal entity; ability to fundraise per 501©3
status.

The entity is responsible for costs charged by
the fiscal sponsor (often a percentage of
budget); Fiscal Sponsor may be able to
temporarily ‘float capital’ depending on the
terms of the agreement; ability to fundraise
under the fiscal sponsor.
Responsible for HR; 501©3s may contract Benefits, Payroll and HR support usually flow
out for services but staff responsible for through fiscal agent for a fee.
managing contracts
Responsible for all Accounting; 501©3s The fiscal sponsor usually manages accounts &
may contract out for accounting services, audits, disburses payments, processes
but Board is liable for all fiscal contracts and generates required reports for a
responsibilities; staff responsible for fee.
managing any contracts.
& Responsible for space and technology, The fiscal sponsor usually provides space and
including privacy and data management technology, including IT supports and data
procedures; 501©3s may contract out for management/privacy supports for a fee.
these services but staff responsible for
managing the contracts.

Specific considerations when deliberating this decision included ability to maintain a ‘continual contract’
with the City of St. Louis or receive funds from Housing and Urban Development, ability to fundraise,
ability to maintain high quality staff as identified by the CoC Board, and the ability to serve individuals
who are unhoused in St. Louis.
Bill Kuehling, Legal Counsel to the St. Louis Mental Health Board, will be available on Thursday, October 8
for further questions. During this meeting, the Board will consider a motion to ‘become a task force, with
legal standing within MHB, empowered to make set their own directions and make their own decisions
separate from the full MHB Board of Trustees.’ The CoC Board should note that any agreement with MHB
can be reconsidered at a future date, based on terms agreed upon in any future contracts.
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APPENDIX 7 – COC GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE HUD INQUIRY
The City of St. Louis Continuum of Care is currently a volunteer-led collaborative of organizations and
individuals with a vision and mission of ending homelessness in the City of St. Louis. To most effectively
fulfill this mission through dedicated staff and fundraising efforts, the Continuum of Care recognizes the
need to move toward becoming recognized as an independent entity.
To determine the best course of action toward being an independent entity, the CoC engaged in a series
of deliberations (Sept. 10, 17 & 24) exploring the options to:
incorporate as a 501©3
- to become a designated Task Force of another sponsoring organization that provides fiscal and
other services.
Given the vetting that occurred to select the St. Louis Mental Health Board (MHB) as the contractor for
the Continuum of Care’s Administration of the Planning Grant for the City of St. Louis, their strategic
alignment of mission and values, and their current support of similar efforts (St. Louis Senior Fund & St.
Louis Violence Prevention Partnership), MHB was recognized as a potential partner should the CoC
choose to pursue a fiscal agency. Established in 1994, MHB is an independent government taxing
authority administering special property taxes for children’s services and mental health. MHB also
supports some strategic initiatives that are not funded through the tax levy, but are aligned with the
mission of MHB.
During this process, the Board consulted with a legal educator from Saint Louis University and the
General Counsel for the St. Louis Mental Health Board. After weighing the pros and cons of the options,
CoC Board members voted to become a legal Task Force of MHB. On October 15, MHB’s Board of
Trustees approved a resolution to accept the proposal that the City of St. Louis CoC become a Task Force
within the organizational structure of MHB. The arrangement will be reviewed in 12 months to
determine what, if any, changes are needed.
The City of St. Louis Department of Human Services would continue to be designated and serve as the
Collaborative Applicant for The St. Louis City Continuum of Care.
As the CoC and MHB look to finalize this agreement, the City of St. Louis CoC would like to confirm that
such agreement would remain within HUD’s regulatory guidelines. Essentially, MHB will become the
HUD CoC Lead Agency, with the work being carried out as a program of their mission. By way of this
memo, we would like to confirm that the City of St. Louis Continuum of Care, as a program of MHB,
would remain in good standing with HUD.
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